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Ab initio study of the anomalies in the He-atom-scattering spectra of H/Mo„110… and H/W„110…

Bernd Kohler, Paolo Ruggerone, and Matthias Scheffler
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, D-14 195 Berlin-Dahlem, Germany

~Received 29 July 1996!

Helium-atom-scattering~HAS! studies of the H-covered Mo~110! and W~110! surfaces reveal a twofold
anomaly in the respective dispersion curves. In order to explain this unusual behavior we performed density-
functional theory calculations of the atomic and electronic structure, the vibrational properties, and the spec-
trum of electron-hole excitations of those surfaces. Our work provides evidence for hydrogen-adsorption
induced Fermi-surface nesting. The respective nesting vectors are in excellent agreement with the HAS data
and recent angle resolved photoemission experiments of the H-covered alloy system Mo0.95Re0.05~110!. Also,
we investigated the electron-phonon coupling and discovered that the Rayleigh phonon frequency is lowered
for those critical wave vectors. Moreover, the smaller indentation in the HAS spectra can be clearly identified
as a Kohn anomaly. Based on our results for the susceptibility and the recently improved understanding of the
He-scattering mechanism we argue that the larger anomalous dip is due to a direct interaction of the He atoms
with electron-hole excitations at the Fermi level.@S0163-1829~97!00343-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in the~110! surfaces of Mo and W has bee
fostered in recent years by the discovery of deep and
tremely sharp indentations in the energy loss spectra of
atom scattering at H/Mo~110! and H/W~110!.2,3 As depicted
in Fig. 1 those anomalies are seen at an incommensu
wave vector,Q̄exp

c,1 , along the@001# direction (GH) and ad-
ditionally at the commensurate wave vectorQ̄exp

c,2 5S̄ at the
boundary of the surface Brillouin zone~SBZ!. At those
points two simultaneous anomalies develop out of the o
nary Rayleigh mode. One,v1 , is extremely deep, and is onl
seen by helium-atom scattering~HAS!.2,4–6,3The other,v2 ,
is instead modest, and is observed by both HAS and h
resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy~HREELS!.1,7,8

Since the@001# components of both critical wave vecto
Q̄c,1 and Q̄c,2 are approximately the same, it was sugges
that the anomaly runs parallel toGN through the SBZ as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Various models have been brought forward in order
account for the unusual vibrational properties of H-cove
Mo~110! and W~110!: For instance, a pronounced but le
sharp softening of surface phonons is also seen on the~001!
surfaces of W~Ref. 10! and Mo.11 There, the effect is cause
by marked nesting properties of the Fermi surface.12–15How-
ever, angular resolved photoemission~ARP! experiments of
H/W~110! and H/Mo~110! gave no evidence for nesting ve
tors comparable to the HAS determined critical wave vect
~Refs. 9, 16, and 17! ~see Fig. 3!. Thus, for the phonon
anomalies of those two systems there seems to be no
nection between the electronic structure and the vibratio
properties. Moreover, even if such a relation existed it wo
be unclear whether the phenomena has to be interpreted
Kohn anomaly or as the phason and amplitudon modes
sociated with the occurance of a charge-density wave
fact, the experimental finding of two modes atS̄ as well as
some theoretical arguments rule out the phason-amplitu
idea.18 Furthermore, any model which links the phono
560163-1829/97/56~20!/13503~16!/$10.00
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anomalies to the motion of the hydrogen atoms7 has to be
ruled out because the HAS spectra remain practically
changed when deuterium is adsorbed instead of hydroge2,3

Still unexplained, but probably not directly correlated
the anomalies, is the peculiar behavior of hydrogen vib
tions observed in HREELS experiments by Baldenet al.7,8

At a H coverage of one monolayer the adsorbate modes
allel to the surface form a continuum interpreted as a liqu
like phase of the adsorbate.

An additional puzzle to the already confusing picture
added by the observation of a symmetry loss in the lo
energy electron diffraction~LEED! pattern of W~110! upon
H adsorption. The phenomena was believed to be cause
a H-induced displacement of the top layer W atoms along
@1̄10# direction19 @see Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!#. For H/Mo~110!
similar studies do not provide any evidence for a top-lay
shift reconstruction.20

The goal of our work is to give a comprehensive exp
nation for the observed anomalous behavior and clarify
confusing picture drawn by the different experimental fin
ings. We show that the anomalous behavior observed in
He and electron loss experiments is indeed governed by
induced nesting features in the Fermi surface.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Fi
Sec. II gives a brief introduction into theab initio method
used. The results of our work are presented in Sec. III:
Sec. III A we study the atomic geometry of the clean a
H-covered Mo~110! and W~110! surfaces. In particular, we
check whether the hydrogen adsorption induces a top-la
shift reconstruction. Following in Sec. III B, we focus on th
electronic structure of those surface systems. In this cont
we are particularly interested in how the Fermi surfa
changes upon H adsorption: Is there evidence for Fer
surface nesting? If yes, how does it connect to the A
measurements of the Fermi surfaces and the critical w
vectors detected by HAS and HREELS? Along the same
within the model of a Kohn anomaly, Sec. III C digs into th
coupling between electronic surface states and sur
phonons. There, we discuss the mechanism which cause
13 503 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. HREELS spectra of the clean W~110!
surface~upper panel! and its H-covered (131)
phase~lower panel! from Ref. 1: Shown are the
dispersion of the Rayleigh wave~triangles! and
the longitudinally polarized surface phonons
the first ~circles! and second~squares! layer. The
dots represent the results of Hulpke and L¨-
decke’s HAS measurements~Refs. 2 and 3!.
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small anomalyv1 . In Sec. III D we examine the He
scattering mechanism, study the spectrum of electron-h
excitations, and explain the physical nature of the hu
anomalous branchv2 . Finally, the major aspects of ou
work are summarized in Sec. IV. The Appendix prese
several detailed test calculations giving an insight into
properties and the accuracy of our method.

FIG. 2. Position of the HAS anomalies for the H/W~110! adsor-
bate system within the SBZ. The dotted line indicates the form
the anomaly apart from the symmetry directionsGH and GS as
suggested by Hulpke and Lu¨decke~Ref. 4!.
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II. METHOD

All our calculations employ the density-functional theo
~DFT!. They are performed within the framework of th
local-density approximation~LDA ! for the exchange-
correlation energy functional.21,22 For the self-consistent so
lution of the Kohn-Sham~KS! equations we employ a full-

f

FIG. 3. ARP-measured Fermi surface of the H-covered W~110!
surface~Ref. 9!. The shaded areas are the~110! projection of the
bulk Fermi surface. Surface states at the Fermi level are marke
dots and repeated in the other equivalent sections by crosses
arrows represent the HAS critical wave vectorsQ̄exp

c,1 andQ̄exp
c,2 .
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56 13 505AB INITIO STUDY OF THE ANOMALIES IN THE He- . . .
potential linearized augmented plane-wave~FP-LAPW!
code23–25 which we enhanced by the direct calculation
atomic forces.26,27 Combined with damped Newto
dynamics28 this enables an efficient determination of ful
relaxed atomic geometries. Also, it allows the fast evaluat
of phonon frequencies within a frozen-phonon approach.

A. LAPW formalism

There exists a variety of different LAPW pro
grams.24,29–38We therefore briefly specify the main featur
of our code. This is also in order to clarify the meaning
the LAPW parameters which determine the numerical ac
racy of the calculations.
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In the augmented plane-wave method space is divi
into the interstitial region~IR! and nonoverlapping muffin-tin
~MT! spheres centered at the atomic sites.39–41This division
accounts for the atomiclike character of the wave functio
the potential, and the electron density close to the nuclei
that the behavior of these quantities is smoother in betw
the atoms. The basis functionsfK(r ) which we employ in
our code for the expansion of the electron wave functions
the KS equation

ck,i~r !5 (
uK u<Kwf

Ci~K !fK~r ! ~1!

are defined as
fK~r !5H V21/2 exp~ iKr !, rPIR

(
lm

l< l wf

@alm
I ~K !ul

I~e l
I ,r I !1blm

I ~K !u̇l
I~e l

I ,r I !#Ylm~ r̂ I !, r I<sI .

~2!
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Here,K5k1G denotes the sum of a reciprocal lattice vec
G and a vectork within the first Brillouin zone. The wave
function cutoffKwf limits the number of thoseK vectors and
thus the size of the basis set. The other symbols in Eq.~2!
have the following meaning:V is the unit cell volume,sI
specifies the MT radius, andr I5r2RI represents a vecto
within the MT sphere of theI th atom. Note thatYlm( r̂ ) is a
complex spherical harmonic withYl 2m( r̂ )5(21)mYlm* ( r̂ ).
The radial functionsul(e l ,r ) and u̇l(e l ,r ) are solutions of
the equations

Hsphul~e l ,r !Ylm~ r̂ !5e lul~e l ,r !Ylm~ r̂ !, ~3!

Hsphu̇l~e l ,r !Ylm~ r̂ !5@e l u̇l~e l ,r !1ul~e l ,r !#Ylm~ r̂ !, ~4!

which are regular at the origin. Here, the KS operatorHsph

contains only the spherical average of the effective poten
within the respective MT. The expansion energiese l are cho-
sen somewhere within the respective energy bands wil
character, whereas the coefficientsalm

I (K ) and blm
I (K ) are

fixed by requiring that value and slope of the basis functio
are continuous at the surface of theI th MT sphere. Obvi-
ously, this can only be fulfilled forl< l wf, but asl wf is typi-
cally high ~e.g., l wf>8! this does not represent a problem

The representation of the potentials and densities
sembles the one employed for the wave functions, i.e.,

V~r !55 (
uGu<Gpot

VG exp~ iGr !, rPIR

(
lm

l< l pot

Vlm,I~r I !Ylm~ r̂ I !, r I<sI .
~5!

Thus, no shape approximation is introduced. The quality
this full-potential description is controlled by the cutoff p
r

al

s

e-

f

rameterGpot for the reciprocal lattice vectorsG and the
maximum angular momentuml pot of the (l ,m) representa-
tion inside the MT’s.

B. Slab systems and parametrization

The substrate surfaces are modeled by five-, sev
and nine-layer slabs repeated periodically and separate
a vacuum region whose thickness is equivalent to f
substrate layers. The MT radii for the W and Mo atom
are chosen to besMo5sW51.27 Å. Note that the experimen
tal interatomic distances of bulk Mo and W are 2.73 Å a
2.74 Å, respectively. For hydrogen the MT radius is set
sH50.48 Å.

In the case of the W surfaces the valence and semic
electrons are treated scalar-relativistically while the c
electrons are handled fully relativistically. For Mo all calc
lations are done nonrelativistically. In both metals we intr
duce a second energy window for the treatment of the se
core electrons~4s and 4p for Mo, 5s and 5p for W!. The
in-plane lattice constants~compare Fig. 4! aW

theo53.14 Å and
aMo

theo53.13 Å are calculated to be without including zer
point vibrations. They are in good agreement with the
spective measured bulk lattice parameters at room temp
ture and other theoretical results~see Appendix A1!.

For the potential the (l ,m) representation within each MT
sphere is taken up tol pot54 while the kinetic-energy cutoff
for the interstitial region is set to (\2/2m) (Gwf)25100 Ry.
Generally, we choose the plane-wave cutoff for the wa
functions to be (\2/2m) (Kwf)2512 Ry; only for the frozen-
phonon calculations we use a slightly smaller cutoff
(\2/2m) (Kwf)2510 Ry which is indeed sufficient. The
( l ,m) representation of the wave functions within the MT
is taken up tol wf58. Also, we employ Fermi smearing wit
a broadening ofkBTel568 meV in order to stabilize the self
consistency and theki summation. All energies given below
are however extrapolations to zero temperatureTel .

42,43 We
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13 506 56KOHLER, RUGGERONE, AND SCHEFFLER
performed systematic tests comparing the LDA and the g
eralized gradient approximation44,45 exchange-correlation
XC functionals. For the quantities reported in this paper~to-
tal energy differences of different adsorption sites, bo
lengths, etc.! both treatments give practically the same
sults. All k sets used were determined by using the spe
k-point scheme of Monkhorst and Pack.46 Also, we checked

FIG. 4. ~a! Adsorbate positions within the (131) unit cell of
the W~110! and Mo~110! surfaces: Shown are the long-bridge (L),
short-bridge (S), hollow (H), and on-top (T) site. ~b! and ~c!
Structure of the H-covered W~110! surface as suggested by Chun
et al. ~Ref. 19!: ~b! low H-coverageQ,0.5 ML; ~c! top-layer-shift
reconstruction for a H-coverageQ.0.5 ML. The white~shaded!
circles represent the W atoms in the surface~subsurface! layer. The
hydrogen positions are indicated by full dots.~d! Illustration of the
structure parameters used in Table II. The in-plane lattice cons
is denoted bya0 .
n-
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the ki point convergence: In the case of atomic and el
tronic structure calculations a two-dimensional unifor
mesh of 64ki points within the (131) SBZ gives stable
results. For the evaluation of frozen-phonon energies a se
56 ki points is employed within the SBZ of the enlarge
(132) and (231) surface cells~see the Appendix, Sec
3 b!. In Table I we summarize the main features of o
LAPW parameter setting. For more details the reader is
ferred to the discussion in the Appendix.

III. RESULTS

A. Atomic structure

Using the directly calculated forces in combination wi
damped Newton dynamics of the nuclei the atomic struct
of stable and metastable geometries is obtained quite a
matically. It is important that the starting configuration for a
optimization run is of low~or no! symmetry. Otherwise the
system may not relax into a low-symmetry structure of p
sibly lower energy. Also, independent of the optimizati
method used, there is always a chance that the minimiza
of the total energy leads into a local minimum instead ofthe
global one. In order to reduce and hopefully abolish this r
one has to conduct several optimizations with strongly va
ing starting configurations. We consider a system to be i
stable~or metastable! geometry if all force components ar
smaller than 20 meV/Å. The error in the structure parame
of the relaxed system is then60.02 Å'61.0%d0 for the W
systems and60.01 Å'60.5%d0 for the Mo surfaces~see
the Appendix, Sec. 2!.

The relaxation parameters calculated for the clean
H-covered ~110! surfaces of Mo and W are presented
Table II @Fig. 4~d! serves to clarify the meaning of thes
parameters#. The converged nine-layer-slab results are
markably similar for both transition metals. Moreover, th
show excellent quantitative agreement with the results o
recent LEED analysis also presented in Table II. For a
tailed comparision between experiment and theory we re
to Ref. 47. As the energetically most favorable hydroge
adsorption site on both W~110! and Mo~110! we identify a
quasithreefold position@indicated as ‘‘H’’ in Fig. 4~a!#. The

nt

TABLE I. LAPW parameter setting used in Sec. III for the bu
studies, the calculation of the atomic and electronic surface st
tures, and the evaluation of frozen phonons.

LAPW
Parameter Bulk

Surface

Structure Phonons

l pot 4 4 3

\2

2m

\2

2m
~Gpot!2 ~Ry! 64 100 100

l wf 8 8 8

\2

2m
~Kwf!2 ~Ry! 12 12 10

Fermi smearing~meV! 68 68 68
Number ofk points

(231)
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TABLE II. Calculated relaxation parameters for the clean and H-covered~110! surfaces of Mo and W.
The height of the hydrogen above the surface and its@1̄10# offset from the@001# bridge position are denoted
by dH andyH , respectively. The shift of the surface layer with respect to the substrate isy1 . The parameters
Ddi j describe the percentage change of the interlayer distance between thei th and thej th substrate layers
with respect to the bulk interlayer spacingd0 . For each system the results of a five-, seven-, and nine-l
calculation as well as of a recent LEED analysis~Refs. 47 and 48! are presented~labeled as ‘‘5,’’ ‘‘7,’’ ‘‘9,’’
and ‘‘L ’’ !.

System
yH

~Å!
dH

~Å!
y1

~Å!
Dd12

(%d0)
Dd23

(%d0)
Dd34

(%d0)

Mo~110! 5 25.9 20.8
7 24.5 10.5 0.0
9 25.0 10.7 20.3
L 24.060.6 10.260.8 0.061.1

H/Mo~110! 5 0.63 1.08 0.05 22.7 20.4
7 0.60 1.07 0.03 22.1 10.1 20.1
9 0.62 1.09 0.04 22.5 10.3 20.2
L 0.5560.4 1.360.3 0.060.1 22.060.4 0.060.5 0.060.8

W~110! 5 24.1 20.2
7 23.3 20.1 20.4
9 23.6 10.2 20.3
L 23.160.6 0.060.9 0.061.0

H/W~110! 5 0.68 1.12 0.01 21.4 0.0
7 0.67 1.11 0.05 21.3 10.3 10.3
9 0.67 1.09 0.02 21.4 20.3 20.1
L 0.5660.4 1.260.25 0.060.1 21.760.5 0.060.6 0.060.9
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calculated adsorption energies for other possible posit
shown in Fig. 4~a! are several 100 meV less favorable.49

Our investigations also throw light on the sugges
model of a H-induced structural change: For both mater
the calculated shifty1 is only of the order of 0.01 Å and thu
there is no evidence for a pronounced top-layer-shift rec
struction. Moreover, this subtle change in the surface ge
etry is unlikely to be resolved experimentally due to ze
point vibrations. This aspect becomes evident by evalua
the total energy with respect to a rigid top-layer shift. In F
5 we present the results of such a calculation for H/W~110!
and depict the first three vibrational eigenstates obtai
from a harmonic expansion of the total energyEtot(y1); for
H/Mo~110! the energetics is similar. Since we ha
kBT'25 meV at room temperature thermal fluctuations
y1 are of the order of 0.1 Å. This is considerably larger th
the theoretically predicted ground state value ofy1 . In Ref.
47 Arnold et al. offer an explanation of how the previou
LEED work was probably misled by assuming that scatter
from the H layer is negligible.

B. Electronic structure

In Sec. I we already pointed out that one needs to fi
pronounced nesting features in the Fermi surface of the
covered surfaces in order to make the model of a Ko
anomaly work. After the determination of the relaxed surfa
configurations we therefore turn our attention towards
electronic structure of those systems. In particular, we fo
on surface states close to the Fermi level.

One should keep in mind that DFT is not expected to g
the exact Fermi surface, i.e., the self-energy operator m
s
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have~a strong or weak! k dependence, different from that o
the exchange-correlation potential. Moreover, we encou
additional problems because it is rather difficult in slab s
tems to distinguish between surface resonances and pure

FIG. 5. Change of total energyEtot versus top-layer-shifty1

calculated for a H/W~110! seven-layer slab system. For each da
point the whole surface is relaxed keeping only the substrate@11̄0#
coordinatesy1 and y25y350 Å fixed. Also shown are the firs
three oscillator eigenstates calculated from a harmonic expansio
the total energyEtot(y1).
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FIG. 6. Theoretical and ARP Fermi surface
of the clean ~upper part! and the H-covered
~lower part! W~110! surface. The solid~dotted!
lines denote surface resonances or surface st
which are localized by more than 60%~30%! in
the MT’s of the two top W layers. Shaded are
represent the~110! projected theoretical W bulk
Fermi surface. The arrowsQ̄exp

c,1 and Q̄c,2 are the
critical wave vectors found in HAS. The ARP
data stem from Refs. 9 and 17.
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face states. Due to interactions between the two faces
either side of the slab resonances can be shifted into a
band gap. There, they are easily mixed up with real surf
states. By contrast, in a semi-infinite substrate only true
face states are localized in the bulk band gap and de
exponentially into the bulk. Therefore, our slab method la
a clear indicator for the characterization of electronic sta
However, we found that the localizationwMT within the MT
spheres of the top two surface layers of a seven-layer sla
a useful and suitable measure~60%,wMT: surface-state
like; 30%,wMT,60%: surface-resonance like;wMT,30%:
bulklike!. Nevertheless, this approach is anything but exa
Also, the calculatedki space location is only accurate if th
respective band is strongly localized at the surface.

Experimentalists face similarly serious problems: In AR
the Fermi surface is determined by extrapolation peaks fo
below the Fermi level. However, the value of the Fermi e
ergy itself is only known within an uncertainty of abo
6100 meV. This uncertainty can amount to a significant
ror in the extrapolatedki space position of states, especia
if the respective bands are flat.15

In Figs. 6 and 7 we report the calculated Fermi surfa
and compare them to experimental ones obtained by
Kevan9,17 and Plummer50 groups. Let us first focus on th
theoretical results which are—as in the case of the sur
geometries—again very similar for Mo and W.

For both systems the H adsorption induces the shift o
band with (d3z22r 2,dxz) character to lower binding
energies.49,51 This effect which is illustrated in Fig. 8 move
the Fermi line associated with this band into the band ga
the surface projected band structure. Subsequently, the
spective states become true surface states. It is importa
note that the band shift is due not to a hybridization betw
on
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hydrogen orbitals and (d3z22r 2,dxz) bands but to a hydrogen
induced modification of the surface potential. The bond
states of the hydrogen-substrate interaction are about 5
below the Fermi energy and the antibonding states are 4
above. Therefore, they are not involved in this process wh
takes place at the Fermi level.

The shifted (d3z22r 2,dxz) band is characterized by a hig
density of states at the Fermi level. For the clean Mo~110!
surface one finds that the (d3z22r 2,dxz) band has a MT lo-
calization ofwMT'30%. Due to the H adsorption this valu
increases to more than 60%. This modification is also visi
in the charge-density plots in Fig. 9. More important, t
new Fermi contour reveals pronounced nesting features
Figs. 6~c! and 7~c! one sees the dramatic changes due to
H-induced shift. Segments of the two-dimensional Fer
contour of the (d3z22r 2,dxz) band are now running parallel t
GN and normal toGS. There are two nesting vectorsQ̄c,1

and Q̄c,2 which connect those segments in different parts
the SBZ. As can be seen in Table III they agree very w
with the HAS measured critical wave vectors.

With respect to those nesting vectors our results con
dict the photoemission studies by Kevan a
co-workers9,16,17,52 which were depicted in Figs. 6~b! and
6~d! ~for W! and Fig. 2 in Ref. 49~for Mo!. Apart from that
Kevan’s and our data compare rather well. Therefore, i
difficult to give a plausible reason for the discrepanci
However, in view of the fact that for the clean surface t
theoretical and experimental Fermi surfaces are in very g
agreement and that our calculated Fermi nesting vec
agree very well with the HAS and HREELS anomalies w
dared to suggest that those differences may be due to
already discussed problems within the experimen
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FIG. 7. Theoretical Fermi surfaces of the~a!
clean and~c! H-covered Mo~110! surface. Also
presented are data points~1! which stem from an
ARP study of the~b! clean and~d! H-covered
Mo0.95Re0.05~110! surface~Ref. 50!. The presen-
tation is equivalent to Fig. 6.
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analysis.49 We also note that recent ARP studies50 of a re-
lated system which we present in Fig. 7 seem to support
conclusion. This experimental work deals with the~110! sur-
face of the alloy Mo0.95Re0.05 but the surface physics o
Mo0.95Re0.05~110! and Mo~110! should be practically the
same because in both cases the top layer consists only o
atoms. This assumption is also backed by test calculat
where we simulated a Mo0.95Tc0.05 alloy be the virtual crystal
approximation and found only minor quantitative change

From Figs. 7~c! and 7~d! it becomes clear that in particu
lar for the important (d3z22r 2,dxz) surface band, which wa
not seen by Kevan’s group, experiment and DFT now ag
very well. There are, however, still differences: Theory p
dicts bands centered atS̄ which are not seen by ARP wherea
the band circle atḠ in Fig. 7~d! is only observed experimen
tally. Also, in the calculations we find an elliptical band ce
tered at theḠ point whereas in ARP the same band has
shape of a rectangle. Those discrepancies are probably d
matrix elements of the photoemission process and to the
herent inaccuracies in theory and experiment which we m
tioned above. Nevertheless, the theoretical results are
couraging because they provide strong evidence for a
between the HAS anomalies and the Fermi surfaces.

C. Vibrational properties

The study of the electronic structure revealed pronoun
nesting features for the H-covered surfaces. At this point,
following question arises: How does the surface react to
apparent electronic instability? At thek vectors of the Fermi-
surface nesting the coupling between electrons and pho
is expected to become significant which implies a poss
ur
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breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. T
leads to a softening of the related phonons. If the electr
phonon coupling is strong and the energetic cost of a sur
distortion is small the nesting could even trigger a reco
struction combined with the build-up of a charge-dens
wave as in the case of the~001! surfaces of W10 and Mo.11

Then, at the reconstructed surface, the Born-Oppenhe
approximation is valid again. It is clear that one needs
perform frozen-phonon calculations in order to determine
actual strength of the electron-phonon coupling and the
sulting phonon softening.18

The experimental vibrational spectra of the~110! surfaces
of Mo and W show two distinct reactions to the adsorption
hydrogen. AlongGH and GS the H adsorption induces
softening of the Rayleigh and~to a smaller amount! of the
longitudinal wave53 while a stiffening of these modes is ob
served alongGN. Our goal is to investigate both effect
theoretically.

We use an enlarged surface unit cell together with a fi
layer slab. The plane-wave cutoff for the wave functions
reduced to (\2/2m) (Kwf)2510 Ry ~see test caculations in
the Appendix, Sec. 3a!. The geometries are defined by th
five-layer relaxation parameters presented in Table II. So
relaxation parameters, i.e.,Ddi j , change considerably whe
we perform a calculation with a slab of five instead of sev
or nine metal layers. We note, however, that the values of
critical wave vectors and the position of the hydrogen w
respect to the substrate surface are practically insensitiv
the thickness of the slab. This indicates that the phys
properties we are interested in, e.g., the nesting features
well localized surface phenomena and that the results of
five-layer-slab studies can be trusted. As shown in the A
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13 510 56KOHLER, RUGGERONE, AND SCHEFFLER
pendix, Sec. 3a for the S̄-point phonon the calculated fre
quencies are relatively insensitive to the SBZki point sam-
pling, and we conclude that a uniform mesh of 56 points
sufficient for the present study.

Being zone boundary phonons in the Rayleigh waves aS̄
and N̄ the displacements of the surface atoms are along
direction normal to the surface. Moreover, the vibrations
strongly localized in the surface region. We assume that e
with hydrogen adsorbed the coupling to modes parallel to
surface is small. Therefore, we can confine our study to
vibrational components normal to the surface. Besides
first substrate layer we also include the vibrations of the s
ond layer in our calculations. Due to the small mass
hydrogen atom follows the substrate vibrations adiabatica
In the calculations this adsorbate relaxation lowers the
tortion energy by several meV and thus reduces the pho
energy significantly. Therefore, all phonon frequencies
calculated for a fully relaxed hydrogen adsorbate.

FIG. 8. Hydrogen-induced shift of the (d3z22r 2,dxz) band at the
Mo~110! surface. The upper part of the figure represents a o
dimensional cut through the two-dimensional surface band st
ture. Shaded areas illustrate the~110! projected bulk band structure
The dotted~solid! lines depict the position of the (d3z22r 2,dxz) band
for the clean~H-covered! surface. The arrows indicate how th
band structure translates into the two-dimensional Fermi sur
shown in the lower part. In Fig. 9 the charge density of the t
states marked by the arrows is presented.
s
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For the study of the vibrational properties of the syste
we displace the substrate atoms in the surface~according to
Fig. 10!, relax the hydrogen atom, and calculate the result
atomic forces. The same is done for the atoms in the sub
face layer. From a third-order fit to the calculated forces
five different displacement steps between 0% and 5% of
lattice constant we obtain the matrix elements of the dyna
cal matrix and then via diagonalization the respective p
non energies. The calculated frequencies are collecte
Table IV. At the N̄ point our results reproduce the expe
mentally observed increase of the Rayleigh-wave freque
as hydrogen is adsorbed.

At the S̄ point we find that the strong coupling to ele
tronic states at the Fermi level leads to a lowering of
phonon energy in good agreement with the experimental
sults. In Figs. 11~a!–~c! we schematically illustrate the
mechanism which is responsible for this effect. It is, in fa
a textbook example of a Kohn anomaly due to Fermi-surf
nesting:54,55 ~a! Within the unperturbated system th
(d3z22r 2,dxz) band cuts the Fermi level exactly midway b
tween Ḡ and S̄. ~b and c! The nuclear distortion associate
with the S̄-point phonon modifies the surface potential a
hence removes the degeneracy at the backfolded zone bo
ary pointS8. The occupied states are shifted to lower en
gies~see Fig. 12!. This amounts to a negative contribution
the electronic band structure energy to the total energy
thus a lowering of the phonon energy.

A frozen-phonon study for the second nesting vec
along GH is not performed because the respectiveQ̄c,1

is highly noncommensurate. Thus, such a calculat
would be very expensive. However, since the charac
of the (d3z22r 2,dxz) band does not change when shiftin

from theGS to theGH nesting we expect similar results; th
was recently confirmed by Bungaro56 within the framework
of a perturbation theory.

The calculation of the electron-phonon interaction at
Mo~110! and W~110! surfaces and its change due to hydr
gen adsorption pinpoints the phonon character of the sm
anomalyv2 and identifies the interplay between the ele
tronic structure and the vibrational spectra of the transit
metal surfaces. Thus, our results clearly support the inter
tation that the small dip observed by both HAS and HREE
is due to a Kohn anomaly. Furthermore, we find that
electron-phonon coupling is not strong enough to induc
stable reconstruction. Thus, the system remains in a so
what limbolike state.

D. Electron-hole excitations

For the deep and narrow anomalyv1 the interpretation
appears to be less straightforward. It is particularly puzzl
that it is only seen in the HAS spectra and not in HREEL
This difference, together with the above noted ‘‘limbo stat
of the surface yield the clue to our present interpretation.
first, it is necessary to understand the nature of rare-gas a
scattering.

In a recent study we found that those scattering proce
are significantly more complicated~and more interesting!
than hitherto assumed:58 The reflection of the He atom hap
pens in front of the surface at a distance of 2–3 Å. This
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FIG. 9. Charge-density plot along the~010!
plane for Mo~110! and H/Mo~110!: Shown are
the two states marked in Fig. 8 by arrows. On
the plane-wave part of the wave functions
shown. The positions of the Mo atoms a
marked by dots. The square represents the hyd
gen atom in the hollow adsorption site.
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illustrated in Fig. 13. More important, it is not thetotal elec-
tron density of the substrate surface which determines
interaction but the electronic wave functions close to
Fermi level. In the case of the H/W~110! and H/Mo~110!
systems it is thus plausible to assume that the He a
couples directly to the (d3z22r 2,dxz) surface states mentione
above and excites electron-hole pairs. By contrast, the e
trons in HREELS scatter at the atomic cores and inte
only weakly with the electron density at the surface.

In order to analyze the spectrum of those excitations
seen by HAS in some more detail we evaluate the local d
sity of electron-hole excitations,

P~qi ,\v!5E
SBZ

dkiwki1qi
wki

~ f ki1qi
2 f ki

!

3d~eki1qi
2eki

2\v!, ~6!

which is a measure of the probability that a He atom lo
the energy\v and the momentumqi when interacting with
the surface electron density. In our approach we useall ei-
genvalueseki

and occupation numbersf ki
obtained via a

TABLE III. Theoretical Fermi-surface nesting vectors compar
to critical wave vectors obtained by HAS and HREELS expe
ments~Refs. 2, 3, 7, and 8!.

Direction System

uQ̄cu (Å 21)

Theory Experiment

GH H/Mo~110! 0.86 0.90

H/W~110! 0.96 0.95

GS H/Mo~110! 1.23 1.22

H/W~110! 1.22 1.22
e
e

m

c-
ct
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nine-layer-slab calculation. In order to refer to HAS we ta
into account the localizationwki

of the respective state at
distance of 2.5 Å in front of the substrate surface.

The results obtained for Mo~110! and H/Mo~110! with
\v'6.8 meV are presented in Fig. 14. For the clean surf
we find that the intensity of the electron-hole excitations d
creases continuously as we move away from theḠ point
towards the zone boundaries. This relatively smooth beh
ior of the susceptibility is modified considerably when h
drogen is adsorbed on the clean surface: Pronounced p
appear, in particular one which stretches from theGH line
through the SBZ to the symmetry pointS̄. This is in excel-
lent agreement with the HAS results~see also Fig. 2!. We
have carried out calculations with increasing\v. The result-
ing function P(q,v) loses progressively its structures, an
the peaks are smeared out. This is not surprising, since
increased\v means a larger number of accounted electro
transitions. Also, there is a peak located at the upper hal

FIG. 10. Distortion pattern of the atoms of the top metal lay
for the Rayleigh phonons at the symmetry pointsS̄ and N̄.
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13 512 56KOHLER, RUGGERONE, AND SCHEFFLER
theGN symmetry line and a large structure at and close toḠ.
They cannot be associated with anomalies in the HAS sp
trum. These results may be due to the fact that selection r
or matrix elements for the interaction between the scatte
He atoms and the electron-hole excitations are not con
ered in P(k,\v). For the large structure aroundḠ the ab-
sence in the HAS spectra of an anomaly may be caused
by the fact that close to and atḠ for \v56.8 meV the fea-
ture is buried in a phonon band, whereas at the critical w
vectors along the@001# direction (GH) and atS̄ the excita-
tions lie in a region without additional phonon branches.
the HAS time-of-flight spectra the the deepest anomaly
characterized by identifiable but small peaks that can
washed out by the background of the several real pho
branches close toḠ in the range of energy around\v56.8
meV. In Fig. 15 the respective data for the clean a

FIG. 11. Schematic representation of the mechanism wh
causes the Kohn anomaly of the H/Mo~110! and H/W~110!. Shown
is the band structure alongSGS parallel to the nesting vectorQ̄c,2 in
Figs. 6~c! and 7~c!. The form of the (d3z22r 2,dxz) band is indicated
by dashed lines. See text for a detailed description.

TABLE IV. Comparison of calculated frozen-phonon energ
and experimental values obtained by HAS Refs. 2 and 3
HREELS ~Ref. 8!. The theoretical phonon energies are obtain
using a five-layer slab. Their numerical accuracy is about65%,
i.e., 61 meV.

Phonon System

Eph ~meV!

Theory Experiment

N̄ W~110! 15.4 14.5

H/W~110! 17.6 17.0

S̄ Mo~110! 22.7 ;21

H/Mo~110! 17.2 ,16

W~110! 18.3 16.1
H/W~110! 12.0 11.0
c-
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FIG. 12. H/W~110!: Band gapD induced by aS̄-point frozen-
phonon distortion. Shown are the KS eigenvalues of
(d3z22r 2,dxz) band at theS8 point versus the amplitude of th
atomic distortiont1z of the first substrate layer.

FIG. 13. Schematic illustration of the scattering of He ato
~HAS, upper part! and electrons~HREELS, lower part! at a metal
surface~from Ref. 57!.
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H-covered W~110! surfaces are displayed. In general, o
findings are in agreement with the experimental results
Lüdecke and Hulpke that the anomaly stretches through
SBZ. However, we do not support the idea of a fully on

FIG. 14. Contour plot of the local probability functio
P(qi ,\v) of Mo~110! and H/Mo~110! calculated for
\v50.5 mRy'6.8 meV. The dashed line represents a value
three arbitrary units while each full line denotes an additional
crease by 1 arbitrary units~with increasing linewidth!. The posi-
tions of the HAS measured anomalies within the SBZ are indica
by dots.
r
f

he
-

dimensional nesting mechanism with a constant@001# com-
ponent of the critical wave vector as depicted in Fig. 2.

In view of the simplicity of our approach, the calculate
spectrum of electron-hole excitations as predicted
P(q,\v) seems to be well-connected to the HAS measu
ments. Moreover, it is surprising how much of the Ferm
surface nesting@compare to Figs. 6~c! and 7~c!# is still
present at a~rather large! distance from the surface. In fact,

FIG. 15. Contour plot of the local probability functio
P(qi ,\v) of W~110! and H/W~110! calculated for \v
50.5 mRy'6.8 meV. The notation is equivalent to Fig. 14.f
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13 514 56KOHLER, RUGGERONE, AND SCHEFFLER
the localizationwki
were not included into the calculations o

if it were taken closer to the surface the H-induced pe
would be hidden in the background noise of other electr
hole excitations. The clear image in Figs. 14 and 15 o
appears if we take the position of the classical turning po
into account.

To our knowledge these are the first theoretical studie
the rare-gas atom scattering spectrum using a first-princi
electronic band structure. Our findings support the ear
suggestion49 that the giant indentations, seen only in HA
are due to the excitation of electron-hole pairs. In HREE
such excitations are less likely, and thus the strong anom
remains invisible.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In conclusion, the major results of our work are as f
lows: We demonstrate that for both W~110! and Mo~110! the
(131) surface geometry is stable upon hydrogen adsorpt
There is no evidence for a pronounced H-induced top-lay
shift reconstruction, a result confirmed by a recent LEE
analysis.47,48 Also, we give a consistent explanation for th
H-induced anomalies in the HAS spectra of W~110! and
Mo~110!. The H-adsorption induces surface states
(d3z22r 2,dxz) character that show pronounced Fermi-surfa
nesting. The modestly deep anomaly is identified as a K
anomaly due to those nesting features.49,51,18For an under-
standing of the huge dip we stress that the scattering of r
gas atoms is crucially influenced by interactions with su
strate surfacewave functionsat the classical turning point.58

Assuming that the He atom couples efficiently to t
H-induced surface states on H/W~110! and H/Mo~110! we
therefore conclude that the deep HAS anomaly is predo
nantly caused by a direct excitation of electron-hole pa
during the scattering process.

We hope that our calculations and interpretations stim
late additional theoretical and experimental work: For
stance, it is highly important to better understand the det
of rare-gas atom scattering processes at ‘‘real’’ surfac
Also, the liquidlike behavior of the H adatoms observed
the HREELS measurements8 remains an unresolved puzzl
One would also like to know whether the HAS and HREE
spectra of the Mo0.95Re0.05~110! alloy system revea
H-induced anomalies as expected. Finally, we call for a n
ARP study of the clean and H-covered Mo~110! and
W~110! surfaces in order to experimentally identify th
Fermi surface. We also note that scattering experiments
atoms or molecules like Ne or H2 might provide additional
insight into the interesting behavior of these surfaces.
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APPENDIX: TEST CALCULATIONS

1. Bulk

In Table V we list the calculated equilibrium lattice co
stantsa0 and the bulk moduliB0[2V]2Etot/]2V, and com-
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pare them to published results from experiment and the
Our values were obtained using the LAPW parameter set
presented in Table I.

2. Surfaces

a. Test system

The focus of this paper lies on the Mo~110! and W~110!
surfaces. In order to test the numerical accuracy of our
culations for such systems it is important to go beyond ty
cal tests for the crystal bulk. For instance, we need to kn
the error bars for atomic geometries obtained via forces
compared to a pure total energy calculation. Five- and mo
layer systems are not suitable and in fact for most cases
not necessary for such a detailed study. Therefore, ques
referring to the size of the vacuum region, to the accuracy
the directly calculated LAPW forces, and to the appropri
wave function cutoff will be answered by studying a simp
Mo~110! double-layer-slab system. Starting from the LAP
parameter set listed in Table I we vary one parameter
study its influence on the evaluated total energy and
atomic force. These quantities are calculated with respec
the interlayer distancez. Again, we note that we are inter
ested not in the physics of this double-layer system but in
accuracy and the convergence of our method. Therefore
calculations are done using just fourki points within the
SBZ.

Employing a least-square fit which has the form of
Morse potential,65

TABLE V. Theoretically and experimentally obtained cryst
parameters for Mo and W. The percentage deviations from exp
ment are given in parentheses. The results of this work are ca
lated nonrelativistically (N) and scalar relativistically (R). Also,
the different XC potentials used in the theoretical studies are giv
Wigner ~Ref. 59! ~W37!, Barth and Hedin~Ref. 60! ~BH72!, and
Ceperley and Alder~Ref. 21! ~CA80! parametrized by Perdew an
Zunger~Ref. 22!. The abbreviation ‘‘NL-PP‘‘ stands for ‘‘nonloca
pseudopotential‘‘ method. All theoretical numbers ignore the infl
ence of zero-point vibrations.

Metal Method XC a0 ~Å! B0 ~MBar!

Mo experimenta 3.148 2.608
NL-PPb BH72 3.152 (10.1) 3.05 ~15.5!
LAPWc BH72 3.131 (20.5) 2.91 ~11.6!

this work (N) CA80 3.126 (20.7) 2.88 ~10.4!
this work (R) CA80 3.115 (21.1) 2.89 ~10.8!

W experimentd 3.163 3.23
NL-PPb BH72 3.173 (10.3) 3.45 ~6.8!
LAPWe W34 3.149 (20.4) 3.46 ~7.1!
LAPWc BH72 3.162 (60.0) 3.40 ~5.3!

this work (N) CA80 3.194 (11.0) 2.92 (29.6)
this work (R) CA80 3.137 (20.8) 3.37 ~4.3!

aFrom Ref. 61.
bFrom Ref. 62.
cFrom Ref. 35.
dFrom Refs. 63 and 64.
eFrom Ref. 34.
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Etot~z!5D@12e2b~z2d2d0!#2, ~A1!

we calculate the equilibrium relaxation parameterd. Here,
d0 represents~110! layer distance in the bcc crystal. Add
tionally, the vibrational properties are of considerable int
est. From the Morse parametersD and b one extracts the
oscillator frequency by using the expression

v25
4Db

MI
, ~A2!

where the atomic massesMI are those of the Mo and W
nuclei. A corresponding fit is also employed for the direc
calculated forces normal to the~110! surface:

F~z!52
dEtot~z!

dz
522D̃b̃@e22b̃~z2 d̃2d0!2e2b̃~z2 d̃2d0!#.

~A3!

This enables a quantitative study of the accuracy of
evaluated LAPW forces with respect to the total ene
Etot(z). Within the Tables VI–IX the two alternatives ar
marked by ‘‘F ’’ ~force! and ‘‘E’’ ~energy!.

We consider a calculation to be converged if the rel
ation parameterd and the frequencyv differ by less the
Dd50.25%dconv'0.005 Å and \Dv5\5%vconv'2 meV
from the fully converged resultsdconv andvconv. In the fol-
lowing discussion we focus on these two quantitiesd andv.
They provide detailed information about the accuracy
structure-optimization and frozen-phonon calculations p
formed in this paper.

TABLE VI. Mo ~110! double layer: Morse parameterd and the
energy\v versus the number of vacuum layers. The arrow in
cates the parameter choice which yields converged results.

Number
of layers

d (%d0) \v ~meV!

E F E F

2 21.7 22.1 36.5 35.3
3 21.7 22.1 36.7 35.2

⇒4 22.0 22.4 37.3 35.6
5 22.1 22.4 37.4 35.7
6 22.0 22.3 36.9 35.4

TABLE VII. Mo ~110! double layer: Variation of the wave func
tion cutoff parameter (\2/2m) (Kwf)2. The notation is equivalent to
Table VI.

\2/2m (Kwf)2

~Ry!

d (%d0) \v ~meV!

E F E F

9 20.5 21.0 35.0 33.4
10 21.5 22.1 36.0 34.6
11 21.6 22.2 36.1 35.2

⇒12 22.0 22.4 37.3 35.6
13 21.9 22.2 37.1 35.5
14 21.9 22.1 36.5 35.4
-

e
y

-

f
r-

b. Vacuum size

The first set of test calculations serves to determine
appropriate size of the vacuum region. The results prese
in Table VI show that an equivalent of four substrate lay
(5̂8.8 Å) is sufficient to decouple the two substrate surfa
across the vacuum. Both relaxation parameterd and the fre-
quencyv vary only within the given error range upon furthe
increasing the vacuum region.

c. LAPW parameters

Another important parameter is the wave function ene
cutoff (\2/2m) (Kwf)2. It has a decisive influence on th

-
TABLE VIII. Mo ~110! double layer: Variation the potential pa

rameters (\2/2m) (Gpot)2 and l pot. The notation is equivalent to
Table VI.

\2/2m (Gpot)2

~Ry!

d (%d0) \v ~meV!

E F E F

64 22.0 22.3 37.3 35.6
81 21.9 22.3 36.6 35.5

⇒100 22.0 22.4 37.3 35.6
121 21.9 22.3 37.0 35.6
144 21.9 22.3 37.0 35.6

l pot

d (%d0) \v ~meV!

E F E F

2 21.9 21.7 37.5 34.6
⇒3 22.0 22.4 37.3 35.6

4 22.0 22.5 37.1 35.2
5 22.1 22.6 37.1 35.3

TABLE IX. W ~110! double layer: Accuracy of the calculatio
in dependence of the number ofki points for the~a! valence elec-
trons and~b! semicore electrons. The respective fixedki-point set is
made up by one specialki point in the irreducible part of the SBZ
~Ref. 46!. The arrows indicate the convergedki-point set used for
the ~110! surface calculations. The notation is equivalent to Ta
VI.

~a! Valence electrons

No.
ki points

d (%d0) \v ~meV!

E F E F

36 28.5 29.5 20.5 21.1
49 29.0 210.1 23.8 23.1

⇒64 28.4 29.3 19.2 20.3
81 28.4 29.4 18.9 20.4

~b! Semicore electrons

No.
ki points

d (%d0) \v ~meV!

E F E F

4 21.0 21.8 27.4 26.2
⇒9 21.0 21.9 27.4 26.2
16 21.0 21.9 27.3 26.2
25 21.0 21.9 27.4 26.2
36 21.0 21.9 27.4 26.2
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13 516 56KOHLER, RUGGERONE, AND SCHEFFLER
computer time. With respect to the structure parameterd our
results in Table VII indicate that the smallest possible va
is (\2/2m) (Kwf)2512 Ry. However, for\v already a cal-
culation with (\2/2m) (Kwf)2510 Ry provides converged
results.

The two potential parameters (\2/2m) (Gpot)2 andl pot are
of little influence on the calculated quantities. This can
seen in Table VIII. The values of the relaxation parameted
and the frequencyv remain relatively stable within the pa
rameter range 64 Ry,(\2/2m) (Gpot)2,144 Ry. Both
quantities are more sensitive to changes in the (l ,m) expan-
sion of the MT potential. However, a value ofl pot53 seems
to be sufficient.

In general we note that energy (E) and force (F) calcu-
lations demonstrate a similar convergence behavior. H
ever, the magnitude of the relaxation in the force calculati
is overestimated by aboutDd50.5%dconv'0.01 Å; for the
frequencies one finds a deviation of abo
\Dv55%\vconv'1.8 meV from the converged total en
ergy values. Those differences are probably due to nume
inaccuracies in the force calculation.

d. ki-point set

Similar calculations for a W~110! double-layer system
lead to a converged LAPW parameter set which is com
rable to the one obtained for Mo. Only the MT potent
parameterl pot has to be chosen higher:l pot54 is slightly
different. The agreement between force and total energy
culations ~Dd51%dconv'0.02 Å and Dv55%vconv! is
nearly as good as in the case of Mo. The following calcu
tion is aimed to determine a two-dimensionalki-point set
which can be used for the calculation of the atomic and e
tronic structure of Mo~110! and W~110! surfaces~see Table
IX !. Because of the size of~110! surface slab systems it i
important to keep the number ofki points as small as pos
sible. For the calculations we use the LAPW parameter
given in Table I and vary theki-point set for either the va
lence or the semicore electrons. These sets always cons
uniform two-dimensional point meshes. Converged res
are obtained by using 64ki points for the valence and 9ki

points for the semicore electrons.

3. Phonons

a. LAPW parameter

Our final series of tests is meant to determine the accu
of the frozen-phonon calculation. In order to keep the co

TABLE X. Frozen-phonon distortion for H/Mo~110!: Change of
the total energyDEtot and the forceDF1z versus the number ofki

points. All ki-point sets are uniform meshes which include the sy
metry pointS8 of the backfolded SBZ~see Fig. 11!. Given are also
the calculated values for the clean Mo~110! surface~with 56 ki

points!.

No. ki points DEtot ~meV! DF1z ~meV/Å!

16 110 672
56 136 756
80 144 797

120 135 790
232 136 777

Clean 161 938
e

e
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et

t of
ts

cy
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puter time for those elaborate calculations within pleas
limits one has to keep the number ofki points and basis
functions as small as possible. As a sample case we stud
S̄-point Rayleigh phonon of the H/Mo~110! system.

The calculations are performed as follows: We distort
atoms of the first substrate layer byt1z(S̄)50.08 Å accord-
ing to the pattern in Fig. 10 and determine the total ene
and force changesDEtot and DF1z . These quantities have
the same convergence behavior as the phonon frequen
Therefore, if DEtot and DF1z are stable with respect to
particular LAPW parameter so are the phonon frequenc
Converged results for Mo as well as for W are obtained
using the following setting: wave function plane-wave cuto
(\2/2m) (Kwf)2510 Ry; l pot53 for the (l ,m) expansion of
the MT potential; uniformki-point mesh consisting of 56
points; five substrate layers; a vacuum region equivalen
four substrate layers; XC potential from Refs. 21,22.

b. ki-point mesh

In order to accurately describe the electronic structure
hence the electron-phonon coupling for theS̄-point phonon
one has to provide a detailedki-point set. For instance, fo
the study of the (231) reconstructions of the diamond~111!
surface Vanderbilt and Louie employ aki-point mesh which
becomes logarithmically denser close to the zo
boundary.66 One cannot rely on the results for the tw
Mo~110! and W~110! double-layer slabs in the Appendi
Sec. 2d because in these systems nesting effects are to
unimportant.

We perform tests for the H/Mo~110! system using up to
232 ki points in the SBZ and find that a uniformki-point
mesh of 56 points is sufficient in order to obtain converg
results~see Table X!. For all those frozen-phonon calcula
tions the Monkhorst-Packki-point meshes46 are shifted in
order to include theS̄8 point of the (131) unit cell ~see Fig.
11!. For theki-point summation we employ a Fermi smea
ing of kBTel'68 meV. Only for the 232ki-point calculation
listed in Table X a smaller value ofkBTel'14 meV is used.
However, this parameter is apparently uncritical because
energies are obtained for thekBTel←0 K limit as discussed
in Ref. 42.

-

TABLE XI. Frozen-phonon distortion for H/Mo~110!: Change
of the total energyDEtot and the forceDF1z with respect to the
wave function plane-wave cutoff (\2/2m) (Kwf)2.

\2/2m (Kwf)2 ~Ry! DEtot ~meV! DF1z ~meV/Å!

10 136 756
12 137 767

TABLE XII. Frozen-phonon distortion for H/Mo~110!: Varia-
tion of the XC potential: LDA Refs. 21,22, GGA~Ref. 44!.

XC potential DEtot ~meV! DF1z ~meV/Å!

LDA 136 756
GGA 141 764
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c. Basis functions

Next, we check whether the results are sensitive to
increase in the wave function cutoff, i.e., whether the cho
value (\2/2m) (Kwf)2510 Ry is large enough. The dat
listed in Table XI demonstrates that this is indeed the ca
The results remain stable for the higher cuto
(\2/2m) (Kwf)2512 Ry.

d. LDA versus GGA

For some systems involving hydrogen the results of a
tal energy calculation are not reliable if the LDA is used.
m

v.

v

.
A.

ch

ys

la

u

h-
n
n

e.

-

those cases the bonding—especially between hydro
atoms—is only described accurately if gradient correctio
are considered.67 In Table XII we compare results obtaine
with the generalized gradient approximation44,45 ~GGA! and
those found within the LDA. The latter is identical with th
56 ki-point calculation in Table X. There, the XC potenti
of Ceperley and Alder21 parametrized by Perdew an
Zunger22 is used. The small energy and force differences o
meV and 8 meV/Å, respectively, clearly shows that our a
sorbate systems are rather insensible to the XC forma
chosen.
ys.
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